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Abstract – New stability synthesis for a class of affine 
nonlinear networked control systems within FMS plants is 
developed via the sampled-data approach. Such a 
networked control system consists of an affine nonlinear 
plant and a linear digital controller as well as short-range 
network induced time delays. It  is viewed as a typical 
hybrid system model with network-induced delays. 
Sufficient conditions for stability synthesis of this class of 
affine nonlinear networked control systems are derived and 
the application illustrated by a simulated example. 

I INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, industrial computer control based technologies 
wherein configurations achieving closed-loop controlled 
performance through standard networks are found in fully 
automated robotic manufacturing systems such as FMS, 
and in particular in car industry and tele-robotic 
applications. Moreover, networked control systems appear 
to be rather typical for the modern automated 
manufacturing systems, and this paper gives some novel 
results for the case of FMS in which the impact of the 
network induced delays, albeit lower range, has to be 
observed.   
The remarkable developments of communication and 
computer networks have enhanced their usage in control 
systems technology for complex hybrid and nonlinear 
plants, in particular the mechatronic ones and the remotely 
controlled robot movements, in order to achieve real-time 
requirements.  The control systems remain feedback based 
essentially, however, the overall dynamics is essentially 
modified by the impact of network induced time delays 
both in direct-forward and feed-back paths [1-10].  
Figure 1 depicts an illustration of the typical setup of a 
Networked Control System (NCS), wherein the control 
loops are closed through a real-time network. In addition, 
Figure 2 presents the identification results for short-range 
network induced time delays from a set of empirical case 
study analysis and identification of typical network 
induced delays in the remote control of electrical drives 
[11]. In general, the impact of networks induced delays 
make the entire system dynamics become as the one of 
stochastic time-delay systems hence Lyapunov-Krasovskii 

theory is needed for deriving sufficient conditions for 
stochastic asymptotic stability of random delay systems 
[12]. Besides, this methodology involves Riccati equation 
solutions with a bound on the expected rate of change of 
the time delay [13].   

The NCSs provide several rather distinct advantages in 
technological applications such as reduced system wiring, 
ease of system diagnosis, facilitated system maintenance, 
and increased systems agility. However, system operating 
safety and reliability are critically dependent on 
transferring signal data through networks timely and 
exactly. The limitation of network bandwidth has affect 
transmission timely and exactly so that the network-
induced delay inevitably occurs; the characteristic features 
of delay phenomena depend on the types of network and 
the choice of hardware [4]. In turn, transmission delays 
may cause time-varying deterioration of the entire 
operation and only the performance of networked systems. 
For the delay, either constant or time varying, can degrade 
the performance of control systems and decrease the 
stability domain, and even make systems unstable [6].  
 

 

Figure 1 
Schematic diagram of a typical setup of the networked control 

systems. 
 
Insofar the study of NCS has been mainly focused on 
stability analysis and stabilization of linear NCS, and there 
are available a number of results on these topics [2], [4], 
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[14]. However, very few results on nonlinear [15] 
networked control systems have appeared by now. In [1], 
a continuous model of nonlinear NCS is used, and the 
network-induced delay is described as error state-vector. 
Then the error is considered as a perturbation of the 
original plant, and a condition for stability of the closed-
loop systems is given. In [5], the results on input-output 
stability of nonlinear NCS are presented for a large class 
of network scheduling protocols.  
This paper presents a study on the stability of a class of 
networked, affine-nonlinear, control systems for FMS 
mechatronic applications by using the sampled-data 
control systems approach. The adopted system model is a 
nonlinear generalization of the linear model in [4]. A state 
feedback is provided by a digital controller along with 
sufficient conditions for stability form the proposed 
synthesis design.   

II NETWORKED CONTROL SYSTEMS: TIME DELAYS, 
ASSUMPTIONS, AND A PREVIOUS RESULT 

Networked control systems, such as illustrated in Figure 1, 
that are distributed on a short range area within a couple 
of hundred kilometers do cause network induced time 
delays. The main features of this time delay may be 
inferred from Figure 2 a, b [11]. It is the impact of this 
delay and these NCSs that are investigated in this paper 
with respect to control design synthesis and stability 
property.  
  

 

 
Figure 2 

Typical recorded stochastic signal (a) and identified probability 
density function (b) for short-range network induced time delays 

[11]. 
 

On the grounds of the given empirical findings, the 
below stated assumptions are adopted in here, albeit they 
are which are commonly used in the literature. It should 
be further noted, the case with network-induced delay 

which is less than one sampling period, hk <τ , which is 
typical for controlled and robots employed within FMS 
plants is considered.  

Assumption 1 [4]. The network-induced delay consists 
of sensors-to-controller delay ,sc kτ and controller-to-

actuator delay ,ca kτ . For fixed control law (time-invariant 
controller), sensor-to-controller delay and controller-to-
actuator delay can be lumped together as 

, ,k sc k ca kτ τ τ= +  for analysis purposes [4].  

Assumption 2 [4].  The system architecture studied is 
characterized with: (1) clock-driven sensors that sample 
the plant outputs periodically at sampling instants; (2) an 
event-driven controller which can be implemented by an 
external event interrupt mechanism and which calculates 
the control signal as soon as the sensor data arrive; and  
(3) event-driven actuator, which means the plant inputs 
are changed as soon as the data become available [4]. 
Therefore the considered model of the affine nonlinear 
NCS with network-induced delay can be described by 
means of the following equations:  

)())(()(()( tutxgtxftx +=& ,  

∈t  [ )1)1(, ++++ kk hkkh ττ ,  (1a) 

)()( ktxKtu τ−−=+ , ∈t { }...,2,1,0=+ kkh kτ . 
(1b) 

Respectively, the symbols denote:  state nRtx ∈)( , 

control mRtu ∈)( , and  output pRty ∈)(  vectors 
whereas K  has compatible dimension. Function ( )f x is 

continuously differentiable, and mnRxg ×∈)( . The 
subscript k  represents the sampling instant; the sampling 
period is h . The sampling signal coming from zero-order 
holder is the input of plant hence )( +tu is the piecewise 

constant continuous signal and changes value at kkh τ+  
only.  It is important to note, however, that system (1) can 
also be represented by means of the following model:  

)())(())(()()()( 11 tutxgtxftuBtxAtx +++=&  

∈t  [ )1)1(, ++++ kk hkkh ττ ,  (2a) 

)()( ktxKtu τ−−=+ , ∈t { }...,2,1,0=+ kkh kτ . 
(2b) 

In here, nnRA ×∈ represents Jacobian matrix of )(xf at 

point 0=x , i.e.
nnx

fA
×

⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡
∂
∂

= )0( , and mnRB ×∈ denotes 

the value of )(xg  in Eq. (1) at point 0=x , 

i.e. )0(gB = , and )(1 xf , )(1 xg  represent the 
nonlinear terms. Furthermore  

)()( 1 xfAxxf +=                        (3) 
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where nnRA ×∈  since ],[1 nn RRCf ∈  and 
0)0( =f .  Also  

)()( 1 xgBxg +=                         (4) 

exists  where  Bg =)0(  and mnRB ×∈ .  The condition 
for the stability of linear NCS has been found [4], [14], 
and it is given here by Lemma 2.1.   

Lemma 2.1. The equilibrium =TTT ux ),(  TTT )0,0(  
of the linear NCS   

)()()( tuBtxAtx +=& ,  

∈t  [ )1)1(, ++++ kk hkkh ττ , (5a) 

)()( ktxKtu τ−−=+ , ∈t { }...,2,1,0=+ kkh kτ (5b)   

is exponentially stable if and only if the matrix  

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−

ΓΓ−Φ
=

0
)()( 10

K
K

H kk ττ
               (6) 

is  Schur stable.  
Note in Lemma 2.1, in the above matrix H  there appear 

the following quantities: 0 0
( ) kh As

k e Bds
τ

τ
−

Γ = ∫  and 

1( )
k

h As
k h

e Bds
τ

τ
−

Γ = ∫ , along with AheΦ = . This 

lemma is to say if and only if (iff) all the eigenvalues of 
H  lie within the unit circle of the complex plane. 

III MAIN NEW RESULTS 
In the sequel, further consideration is carried out split 

into two cases. One is when both 1( )f x and 1( )g x  are 
vanishing perturbations, and the other is when they are 
not.  

For the first case, with 1(0) 0f =  and 1(0) 0g = , the 
next lemma is a novel result the proof of which is given in 
the appendix. Clearly, TTTTTT ux )0,0(),( =  is an 
equilibrium of (1).  

Lemma 3.1: For any +∈ Zk and any given 0µ > , 
there exist 1 1( ) 0γ γ µ= >  and 0)(00 >= µδδ such 
that when 

1 1 1max{ ( ) , ( ) }f x g x xγ≤              (7) 

is satisfied, the inequality 

)())(()( khwdssxGekh
hkh

kh

hA µ<≤∆ ∫
+

     (8) 

holds whenever 0)( δ<khw , where 

=))(( sxG +))((1 sxf )())((1 susxg .          (9) 

The proof has been dropped out due to paper size limits 
though it was available to the anonymous reviewers. The 

subsequent theorem establishes a condition for stability of 
the original nonlinear system (1).  

Theorem 3.1. The equilibrium =TTT ux ),(  
TTT )0,0(  of the affine nonlinear NCS (1) is uniformly 

asymptotically stable if the equilibrium 
TTTTTT ux )0,0(),( =  of the respective linear NCS is 

exponentially stable, or equivalently, if the matrix H  of 
the linear part is Schur stable.  

Proof: The solution of (2) is given by 

+= − )()( )( khxetx khtA +∫ − dssuBe
t

kh

stA )()(  

[ ]∫ +−t

kh

stA dssusxgxsfe )())(())( 11
)(  (10a) 

for all [ , ]t kh kh h∈ + . In particular, at hkht +=   

when hk <τ , it follows:   

+=+ )()( khxehkhx Ah +∫
−

)(
0

khudsBekh Asτ
 

+−∫ −
)( hkhudsBe

h

h

As

kτ
 

[ ]∫
+ −+ +

hkh

kh

shkhA dssusxgxsfe )())(())( 11
))8( . (10b) 

Upon defining ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

=
)(

)(
)(

hkhu
khx

khw  the 

augmented state vector, for the closed-loop system 
one obtains 

( )
( ) ( )

0
kh

w kh h Hw kh
∆⎛ ⎞

+ = + ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

             (11) 

where 

=∆ )(kh  

[ ]∫
+ −+ +

hkh

kh

shkhA dssusxgxsfe )())(())( 11
))8(  

and the augmented state matrix H is given by (6). 

Equation (10-b) represents the nonlinear NCS (1) at 
discrete instants in time 1,2,k = L .  To show that the 
trivial solution of (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable, it 
is necessary to show that the trivial solution of (11) is also 
sufficient.  In what follows, the trivial solution of (11) is 
proven to be uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Since by assumption H is Schur stable, there exists a 
positive definite symmetric matrix P such that 

=− PPHH T  I− ,  where )()( mnmnRI +×+∈ denotes 
the respective identity matrix.  A candidate Lyapunov 
function is defined as 

)()())(( khwPkhwkhwV T=          (12) 

where n mw R +∈ . By letting ( ) [ ( ),0 ]T T Tkh khΩ = ∆ , 
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Eq. (11) is written more concisely as  

( ) ( ) ( )w kh h Hw kh kh+ = +Ω              (13) 

The first forward difference of (12) along the solutions of 
(13)  yields:  

))(()(())(( khwVkkhwVkhwV −+=∆  

[ ] +−= )()( khwPPHHkhw TT  

+Ω+ )()(2 khPHwkhT )()( khPkhT ΩΩ  
2)(khw−≤ )()(2 khwPHkh∆+  

Pkh T)(∆+ . (14) 

From Lemma 3.1 the following can be inferred: If it were 
chosen a 0 0µ >  such that 2

0 02 1PH Pµ µ+ < , 

there exists a 0)( 00 >µδ   such that:  

<∆ ))(( khwV =− 2)(khw  

)(2 0 khwPHµ+ =+ 22
0 )(khwPµ  

2)(khw−= ( )PPH 2
0021 µµ +− . (15) 

wherever )()( 00 µδ<khw . From (12) and (15) It 
follows  that  

≤+ 2
min )()( hkhwPλ  

≤<+≤ ))(())(( khwVhkhwV  
2

max )()( khwPλ  (16) 

where min ( )Pλ  and max ( )Pλ denote the smallest and 

largest eigenvalues of P , respectively. Further let it be 
)())(/)(( 00

2/1
maxmin µδλλ PPd = . If for some 

0k Z +∈  holds 0( )w k h d< , inequality (16) yields 

)()( 000 µδ<+ hhkw . Then if (14) is applied for 

10 += kk , it yields  

0 0 0( (( 2) )) ( (( 1) )) ( ( ))V w k h V w k h V w k h+ < + < .  

Next, replacing 10 +k in (16) by 20 +k  yields 

)())2(( 000 µδ<+ hkw . Hence (15) is satisfied for 

0k k>  whenever 0( )w k h d< . Therefore, the trivial 
solution of (11) is uniformly asymptotically stable in the 
region  { }dwRwB mn

d <∈= + )(  of 0=w . 

In the next step, it is explained that the trivial solution 
of  (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable whenever if the 
solution of  (11) is uniformly asymptotically stable. Since 

( )u t+ is piece-wise constant and changes its values at 

instants kkh τ+ , 0,1,2,k = K , for [ , ( 1) )t kh k h∈ +  
from (13) it follows:  

+≤ )()( khxetx hA  

[ ]+−+ )()( hkhukhxKBhe hA  

≤+ ∫
+

dssxGe
hkh

kh

hA ))((  

( ) )()(1 0
222 khwkhwBhKBhe hA µ+++≤

( ) )(1 0
222 khwBhKBhe hA

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ +++= µ .(17) 

Thus  whenever 0( )w k h d<  (noting d is independent 

of 0k )  for [ , ]t kh kh h∈ + , system state 

( )x t converges to the origin simultaneously  with the 

augmented =)(khw  [ ]TTT hkukhx ))1((),( − . It is 
hence concluded that the trivial solution of the original 
system (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable if the 
solution of (11) is uniformly asymptotically stable, and 
this completes the proof.  

Remark 1:  Here system (1) is dealt with as a hybrid 
dynamic system, which involves simultaneously in some 
parts of the system discrete-time dynamics and in other 
parts continuous- time dynamics. Therefore, the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 does not follow directly from Lyapunov’s 
First Method applied.  

Remark 2: Theorem 3.1 constitutes local result and 
estimate of an attraction region is a challenging issue. This 
will be shown further below by an illustrative example.  

Remark 3: When System (1) degenerates into a linear 
NCS, i.e. 0)(1 =xf  and 0)(1 =xg , then Theorem 3.1 
coincides with the result of Zhang et al. (2001). Thus, 
Theorem 3.1 is a nonlinear generalization of their result.  

For the second case of non-vanishing perturbations, either 

1(0) 0f = , respectively 1(0) 0g = , or both does not 

hold, which implies that TTTTTT ux )0,0(),( = is no 
longer an equilibrium of system (1). Hence no the local 
stability can be expected. It will be shown in the sequel, 
however, that still it is possible to make ( )w kh  
ultimately bounded provided the perturbation terms 

1( )f x  and 1( )g x  are sufficiently small. 

Lemma 3.2. For any +∈ Zk { }...,2,1,0= and any 
given 0µ > , there exist 2 2 ( ) 0γ γ µ= >  and 

0)(00 >= µδδ  such that whenever 

1 1 2max{ ( ) , ( ) }f x g x γ≤               (18) 

is satisfied, for [ , ]t kh kh h∈ + the following inequality 
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2( ) ( ( )) ( )
kh h A h

kh
kh e G x s ds w kh Jµ γ

+
∆ ≤ < +∫  

(19) 
with =))(( sxG )())(())(( 11 susxgsxf + , 

h AJ he= ,      and   kAec τ=1 ( )22
21 γτ ++ Bk ,  

holds wherever 1 2 0( ) kc w kh γ τ δ+ < .  
The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 hence omitted.  

Finally, from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 3.2 the next 
theorem is straightforward.  

Theorem 3.2. The affine nonlinear NCS (1) is 
uniformly bounded if the equilibrium 

TTTTTT ux )0,0(),( = of the linear NCS is 
exponentially stable, or equivalently, if the matrix H  is 
Schur stable.  
Remark 4: Similar results as above can be established in 
the presence of combined perturbations provided  

1 1 1 2max{ ( ) , ( ) }f x g x xγ γ≤ + .         (20) 

is satisfied. 

IV ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
Consider now the following affine nonlinear system that is 
network controlled:  

)())()(1()(sin)( 2 tutxtxtxtx +++−=& ,  

∈t  [ )1)1(, ++++ kk hkkh ττ ,  (21a) 

)()( ktxKtu τ−−=+ , ∈t { }...,2,1,0=+ kkh kτ . 
(21b) 

The plant model comprising the linearized part is given as 
follows: 

+−−++= ))()(sin()()()( txtxtutxtx&  

)())()(( 2 tutxtx ++ , ∈t [ )1)1(, ++++ kk hkkh ττ ,   

)()( ktxKtu τ−−=+ , ∈t { }...,2,1,0=+ kkh kτ . 

where the linear part is the same as the scalar hybrid NCS 

[4]. It is obvious that 1 1γ = , (0) 1fA
x
∂

= =
∂

, 

(0) 1g B= = , 11 1µ = .  

Let 2K =   be given from some previous study, and let 
5.1)0( =x  be the initial state of the system for the 

purpose of simulation. Next, the ( )w kh  is defined as 
equation (10). For sampling period 0.2h s= , one can 
find the bound of the delay 0 0.526k sτ< < if H is 

Schur stable. For k hτ < , let 0.18k sτ = , then  

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=

00.000.2
2012.01810.1

H  

is Schur stable, and moreover for the matrix P  one can 
establish:  

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−

−
=

0759.1819.7
19.72690.4

P .  

Further, by choosing 0 0.01024µ = , one ensures the 

condition 2
0 02 1PH Pµ µ+ < is fulfilled. And 

should it be chosen 0 0.01024µ µ= = , one gets the 

other parameters 0 0( ) 0.027035δ µ =  and 

0.0065d =  needed.  
 

Figure 3 
The state response of the example system. 

 

 
Figure 4 

The control input of the example system with the network 
induced time delay. 

 
The respective simulation investigation was carried out by 
using Matlab and Simulink. The respective computer 
results on the plant’s state and control input are depicted 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The system state ( )x t is 
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guaranteed to converge to the origin simultaneously along 
with ( )w kh  whenever 0(k h) dω ≤ . 

V CONCLUDING REMARKS 
For networked control systems with a class of affine 
nonlinear plants sufficient conditions for stability 
synthesis of the operating equilibrium in presence of 
network induced delay that are typical for motion control 
with FMS plants is proposed in here. It has been derived 
via the sampled-data systems approach. Further, from the 
point of view of the theory of hybrid systems, the 
interaction between a continuous-time affine nonlinear 
plant and a digital controller of state feedback has been 
analyzed. A potential extension of these results is to 
handle the situation in cases when varying sampling 
period is employed, whereas the technique for choosing 
the gain is the topic of a future paper.  
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